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similar research explores various
prediction tasks on Word Embeddings

(Barkan et al., 2015; Molina et al., 2016)
and lexico-semantic features (Xiao et al.,

2016). A newly introduced dataset is
NEELA , a multilingual collection of

roughly 1.2 million bilingual text pairs.
docker run -v ${CACHE_DIR}:/cache -v

${DATA_DIR}:/data
shubhamkharat/sentencepiece Advanced
URL Catalog 2.36 Multilingual Tokenizer
and models can be deployed as Docker
containers for offline processing. This
allows to quickly create new resource-
constrained environments, and test out

more configurations. We have built
interfaces for training and deployment

(see below), but these will hopefully also
be used for monitoring. With this simple
yet powerful tool, it is possible to create
organizations in your URL catalog on the

fly, while preserving permissions and
stats over time. In this example, the
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organization "web links" is created, and
its values are set to be visible in the URL.
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